The Base Colors

- GLW32 Latte
- GLW34 Ohata Red
- GLW08 Copper Patina
- PG602 Incredible Black
- GLW07 Nassau Blue
- GLW30 Cinnamon

The Combinations

- PG602 over GLW30
- PG607 over GLW34
- GLW32 over GLW30
- PG602 over GLW08
- GLW08 over GLW30
- PG607 over GLW34
- GLW32 over GLW08
- GLW08 over GLW34
- PG616 Buckwheat over GLW30
- GLW32 over GLW06
- PG616 over GLW34
- GLW32 over GLW02
- GLW32 over GLW10
- GLW30 over PG614
- GLW30 over PG607

Our glaze samples are done with two coats of the bottom glaze and one coat of the 'OVER' or top glaze.

(Visit our website for larger pictures with more detail: www.georgies.com)